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Soulsfeng
New York

Brand Soulsfeng since 2017.
Main focus is graffiti art on high-tech shoes.

What we believe is “finding the meaning of life through a paint 
brush”.

Environment protector: All materials used are degradable.

New York
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 Soulsfeng has got three utility model patents and one 
invention patent, with two of them having already been ap-
plied to production.
 First, a new carbon fibre heating technique. This tech-
nique is already being applied to the sneakers and passed 
quality testing, to be released early next year.
 Secondly, a state-of-the-art breathable 3D printing sole. 
This technology is already being applied to the sneakers and 
passed quality testing, to be released early next year.
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 An Existence Plus favorite are the sneakers with the au-
tomatic adjustable shoelaces. Soulsfeng also has an
amazing line of cold lighting and screen attached sneakers. 
You can check out their amazing graffiti sneakers at www.
soulsfeng.com
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CHADD “MADD CHADD” SMITH Chadd is 
considered one of the foremost robotic dance per-
formers in the world and previously displayed his 
expertise in the films Step Up 3D, Step Up Revolu-
tion and Step Up All “. He has performed around 
the world including multiple award shows, Radio 
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City Music hall and 
“So You Think You 
Can Dance”.
Chadd finds inspira-
tion in many places 
from the OG popping 
scene, claymation, 
nature and the many 
mentors he’s had the 
opportunity to dance 
with.
As a highly regard-
ed dancer within the 
community Chadd 
has judged Dance 
shows and collabo-
rated with many of 
the leading dancers in 
the world either for 
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his online social platforms or The Super Hero 
dance series The LXD which he starred in.
An avid techie, he enjoys creating his own 
content which he shares under the handle @
maddchadd to his 2 million followers online. 
Chadd lives just outside LA with his wife and 
daughter.
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1-929-457-2636

RaeRaeRAEOFLIGHTS.TKRAEOFLIGHTS.TK
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Artist of the Month @karakalemesintisi_



@karakalemesintisi_
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If you Missed this class make sure to make it to the 
next my contacting Lamour Empowers!

www.lamourempowers.com
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 No stranger 
to the stage Gina 
started doing 
theatre at age 11 
in countless 
musicals and 
slowly grew into 
singing in local 

bands at age 17 where she 
has done 
everything from doo 
whop to metal. 
She has been with her 
band 
HI DEF steady for 14 
years and continues to do 
fill in work and work with 

@GDSING@GDSING
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other projects on the side such as Side Hustle ny, 
Decadia, 
 The 70’s Rock Parade and other local bands 
around the island.
She’s always grateful for the opportunity to get on 
stage and rock out! She loves that her hus- band’s 
passion for photography started with photo-
graphing Hi Def and because of that it has turned 
into more of a career for him today!
Check out hideflive.com
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 The Truth is a Staten Island, 
NY native who has consistently released
projects and left his audience in awe during his 
journey as a music artist. In 2020 alone,
this talented rapper released a 4 season EP 
collection which continues to gain
traction till this day.
He has worked with some of the most well known
names in NY such as, Fligga
(Far Rockaway), JoPaul, Solomon Child
(Wu-Tang 
affiliate),
Keen Streets (re-
cently signed to 
Jim Jones’ Byrd 
Gang 2.0), RJ 
Payne, Nems, 
Ren Thomas, 
and his label 
mate Migs. 
Recently 
debuting his
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new album “Badfellas”, The Truth has
caught the attention of big names in the 
industry. The project reached number 18 on the 
Global Hip Hop iTunes Charts soon after it was 
unveiled. “That’s It”, a track on the album was 
debuted by world famous DJ Premier on his live 
mix show. It is apparent that
the music scene has their eyes
on The Truth as he continues to climb the ladder 
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as a prominent artist.the music 
scene has their eyes
on The Truth as he continues to 
climb the ladder as aprominent 
artist.
 Many of the most sought after 
names in the business have men- 
tioned The Truth to their audi-
ence such as, Steve Lobel, Itzbizkit, 
DJ Drewski, DJ Premier, Under-
ground Hip Hop Blog, and DJ 
Stacks, to name a few. In addition 
to all of his current accolades, The 
Truth will be opening for Benny 
the Butcher on his tour in Pough-
keepsie in October. He has made 
it abundantly clear to the masses 
that this is only the beginning for 
him as he soars to new heights in 
his career.
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